At the Fermilab Magnet Test Facility (MTF) measurements of magnet field shape and strength have been performed. The tracking of the Fermi Main Injector (FMI) lattice requires a detailed knowledge of the magnetic field quality and its variation from magnet to magnet. As of this date only two prototype dipole magnets have been built, not enough to do a statistical analysis. For this purpose we have used old Main Ring dipole measurements. Measurements on a subset of Main Ring (MR) quadrupoles are also available. From the different sets of measurements available to us we have separated in our simulation the end multipoles from the body multipoles. Such a dissection of the magnet enables us to study more closely the effects of the end multipoles on the performance of the Main Injector. In particular we have studied the closed orbit errors due to variations in effective length of the long and short type dipoles. Tables of multipole errors are presented at both injection (8.9 GeV/c) and slow extraction (120 GeV/c) energies.
I. INTRODUCTION
Data from the Main Ring B2 dipole measurements are carefully selected to derive statistical information that can be applied to the MI dipoles. The data were obtained with a rotating coil and measured at 97A, 210A, and 1700A. The B2 dipole strength was obtained from a stretched wire probe 1" wide. The new MI prototype dipoles have been measured by a Hall probe, NMR probe, rotating coil, and flat coil probe. The Hall and NMR probe measures field at any ( 2 , y, 2) location in the magnet. The rotating coil is a cylindrical probe of radius 0.86" with wire windings on the surface and measures the integrated (over the length of the probe) multipoles of the magnet. These measurements are analyzed with a 1" reference radius. The flat coil is a probe with several coil windings around a rectangular frame. The probe measures the integrated relative flux as a function of position by translation of the probe. It can also measure the integrated relative flux as a function of magnet current. 
SYSTEMATIC AND RANDOM ERRORS

A . Case of Dipoles
The Main Injector lattice has both a long and a short type dipole magnets. Their magnetic lengths at 120 GeV/c have a ratio equal to f , and their respective lengths are 6.096 and 4.064 meters. The magnetic length of these dipoles varies with energy due to saturation of ends. Because the end pack design is the same for both types of magnets the absolute change in effective length for each magnet will be the same. However the relative change in each case will be different. To study what effect this might have on the closed orbit of FMI the field errors due to the end dipole are separated from the body field errors. Multipoles due to dipole end are defined in TEAPOT in a separate element called MULTIPOLE. Because a dipole component in MULTIPOLE has the undesired effect of changing the reference orbit of the machine it is represented by a horizontal kick HKICK equal to where AL is the absolute change in effective length and Lref is the reference length at 120 GeV/c. An increase or decrease in bending angle of the particles is corrected by changing the dipole field strength. In TEAPOT this is taken into account by adding a systematic field error to the dipoles. The multipoles at each end, both normal and skew, are calculated from the following equation:
where Lo is the physical length of the magnet, and Bn is the n-th field multipole. In our case Lo = 240". Details of the calculations are given in [1,2]. The integrated end multipoles quoted in Tables 1,2 are in units of at a l" radius, and normalized to the integrated body dipole. They represent the latest end pack design. Body multipoles and end multipoles can be directly added to obtain the total integrated multipole. The random errors of the body multipoles are calculated, as mentionned earlier, from the B2 dipole measurements. A conservative estimate of dipole strength variation has been used since measurements on the available sample have been limited by measurement errors. A small sample measured over a short period of time shows a variation of 2.5 units. No random errors are added to the end dipole.
B. Case of Quadrupoles
The values of the systematic and random errors of the quadrupoles are calculated using the Main Ring quadrupole measurements.
The available measurement system provides limited information on quadrupole strength. A conservative assumption is made. It is observed that the variation of the octupole strength with current is very small suggesting a geometric effect. All skew quadrupole field errors are turned off for the convenience of the simulation. Using a coupling compensation scheme any linear coupling effects due to the presence of skew quadrupole can be corrected for.
Results are again summarized in Tables 1,2 at both injection and slow extraction energies. 
RESULTS
A . Closed Orbit Errors
In the Main Injector lattice there are 208 quadrupoles. Located inside these quadrupoles are the beam position monitors. The vertical and horizontal beam positions are measured at the focussing and defocussing quadrupoles respectively. The vertical and horizontal displacement of the particles are corrected by applying corresponding kicks just after these position monitors. A typical uncorrected closed orbit for a given seed in both the horizontal and vertical plane at 8.9 GeV/c is shown in Fig. 2 . The maximum corrector strength necessary to correct the orbit deviations in both planes is within the range of available corrector bend strength. 
B. Betatron Function Errors
